Stochastic information processing biological systems.
We propose a simple, biochemically-based model for stochastic information processing in brain, genetic, and, consequently, evolutionary modelling. The essential features of reaction-diffusion processes are realized by intrinsically stochastic probabilistic automata (Shannon and Weaver, 1948; see also Ashby, 1958, von Neumann, 1966; Burks, 1970; Paz, 1971) whose definition extends that of classical automata. (Classical automata are deterministic; earlier work on probabilistic automata focused on error correction and at least approximating deterministic behavior.) We call these probabilistic automata biochemical to emphasize the role of intrinsically stochastic process in biological information processing. Our model yields descriptions of gradualism (Conrad, 1974), learning, and apparent inefficiencies in the brain, and partially resolves the near impossibility of simultaneous point mutations (Conrad, 1972, 1978) in genetics. The genetic model implies an evolutionary dynamics of punctuated equilibria (Gould and Eldredge, 1977).